



Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
Enjoy celebrations together
Select and use resources and activities
independently
Develop awareness of their own and others’
feelings

Hardmoor Early Years Centre
Badgers and Foxes
Learning Links, Autumn 2
Topics which have been taken from
children’s interests and also Seasonal changes
Celebrations including
Christmas and Diwali
Parties
Nursery Rhyme Week





Physical Development
Draw lines and circles using large
movements
Learn to put on their own coats and try to
do them up
Run skilfully using the space given

Communication and Language





Listen to stories with increasing attention and
recall
Join in with repeated parts of a story
Follow simple instructions
Re-tell a simple past event in correct order










Literacy
Show an awareness of the sounds both
spoken and environmental around them
Understand that stories have a
beginning, middle and end
Give meaning to the marks that they
make






Understanding the World
Remember and talk about significant
events in their own experience
Recognise and describe special times or
events for family and friends
Show interest in different ways of life
Use a simple program and remote controlled cars





Expressive Arts and Design.
Sing familiar songs
Join in with party games and ring games
Create decorations, by printing with objects
and shapes of different sizes
Engage in themed role play based on own
experiences e.g. party time

Maths
Begin to realise that anything can be
counted
Count from 0-5 ,touching each object
slowly as they count
Introduce Numerals through songs and
rhymes

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
Please encourage your child to put on their own coat
and have a go at the fastenings.
It’s important that children learn to do as much for
themselves as they can.

Physical Development
Have fun exercising!
Play chasing games and ball games.
These activities are great for developing
children’s co-ordination.

Some ideas to try at
home!

Communication and Language
Chat with your child whenever you can.

The most obvious ones are often the best!

Children learn from the words you speak,
and the interesting things you say.

Reading is FUN!
Make up your own stories
Enjoy bed time stories
Talk about their favourite character and what
happens in the story.
Take a book home from our library

Sing lots of songs together !
Maybe your child could teach you some of the songs
we sing at Nursery!
Enjoy dancing with your child to their favourite
tune

Listen to what they say. You may be surprised what they
know!

Literacy

Expressive Arts and Design.

Understanding the World

Maths

Enjoy a walk in the park or woods.

Count everything you can!
Count the stairs as you climb them
The cars passing you by
How many pieces of fruit you have on your plate
Sing number songs and rhymes regularly.
Point out house numbers and car number plates as
you walk by

The leaves are beautiful this time of year!
Talk about the colours and shapes of the leaves,
and why they are falling off the trees.
Talk to your child about their family and the
celebrations you share

